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Abstract
Now a day’s Stock market prediction has become an attractive and interesting
thing for data analysts.In this research most of the models such as Time series
and machine learning techniques are used for stock market prediction. London
Stock market is the trending topic for all human beings and it will remain trending
in future because each and every person has started investing in stocks. In this
research London stock market data is analysed and predicted depending on Brexit
discussion impact happened in month October 2019 on London stock market. Also
Brexit is a very trending thing in UK and it has very high impact on parliament and
on entire European unions. Methodologies are used for this London stock market
predictions are ARIMA time series, Random Forest, logistic regression, multiple
regression, and Naı̈ve Bayes model. ARIMA is used fore forecasting the 3 months
stocks, Logistic regression is used to find impact of Brexit discussion and other
model are used to predict the accuracy of the results.
Keywords: Random Forest, Logistic Regression, ARIMA time series, Naı̈ve
Bayes, multiple regression etc.
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Introduction

Stock market is one of the most important element for economy because it provides access
to the customer to purchase shares and ownership from the big budget companies. Stock
market is the collection of market where other securities, bonds, and trending of equities
are takes place. Stock market arena keeps developing constantly under refinement process.
Depending on variation depending on every day, investors need to do each and every
investment very carefully to gain the profit. Updated London Stock market research data
is publicly available on London stock exchange website on daily basis. You can get the
updated information at each second. This data is timely basis and gets updated on each
second. Stock market forecasting or prediction is very difficult task because of timely basis
changing data. This data always gives the technique which gives good stock exchange.
motivation to predict and develop new forecasting model in return. Stock data and prices
are not random points, these points are collected or treated as timely basis discrete model
and this is depending of set of well-defined numerical data items which are collected at
successive points on consistent interval time. Brexit discussion happened in October 2019
month and the prediction of this month is compared with other months. Depending on
this prediction we can interpret the results. This Brexit discussion month and other
month prediction comparison is shown by using logistic regression and next 3 months
1

prediction is shown by using ARIMA time series model. Also Naive Bayes, multiple
regression model and Random forest models are applied to check accuracy of the data.
Here R programming language is used to discover the predictions and statistical data
which helps to give better predictions and visualizations. R language is gives access to
predict the stock market data by using different models.Proposed research gives, London
stock market predictions are implemented depending on Brexit discussion happened in
the month of October 2019. Where it can be proved that this data is clearly declared
and predicted by using R language. Also these predictions are giving better clarity to
the users for their stock investments in different and trending companies. By using this
visualizations and predictions we can give the better results or predictions of what will
be the stocks if Brexit happens. This is a nice little introduction with some figure in
Figure 16

1.1

Research Question

RQ: ”To what extend can prediction of Brexit discussion (October 2019) using logistic
regression machine learning technique used and also prediction of stock market using
ARIMA time series (November,December and January 2020), Random forest, multiple
regression and Naı̈ve Bayes”

1.2

Objectives and Contributions

By considering the research question, following objectives are created.
Objectives 1: Data cleaning and removing unwanted rows and columns by using R
language.
Objectives 2: Evaluation and Implementation of machine learning models for predicting impact of Brexit discussion on stock market.
Objectives 3: Comparison of developed prediction models and calculate ARIMA time
series, Logistic regression, Random forest, multiple regression and Naive Bayes models.
Contribution
Major contribution to the results is ARIMA time series model, Logistic regression, Random Forest, multiple regression and Naı̈ve Bayes model. All models are used to predict
the stock market predictions. By using these models we can predict the 3 months future data and also different models for correct accuracy. Basically these models are used
to detect the future stock market income prediction and others are used to predict the
accuracy of the particular model. Logistic regression model is used to predict the data
of October 2019 over other month’s data for brexit discussion impact on stock market
income. All models are implemented and resulted from objective two and objective three
which gives high contribution in terms of predicting the stock income.Remaining technical report is listed as follow: Chapter 1 gives the detailed idea about stock predictions
abstract, introduction, research question and objectives. Chapter 2 gives the detailed
idea about technologies and models are used previously to predict stock market income
and returns from year 2002 to 2019. Chapter 3 gives the idea about overall methodology
and process flow. Next chapter gives the idea about implementation process where detailed idea is given in terms of models used, implementation, model accuracy, evaluation
and results. Next chapter that is chapter 5 shows the concluded result by summarizing
2

each result depending on objectives listed above, in detailed discussion and future work
for other people to give short idea what should happened in future and key to their next
research project.

2
2.1

Literature Review of stock market prediction from
year (2004 to 2019)
Introduction

In this given chapter, literature related overview is given in terms of stock market prediction opportunities and challenges faced during implementation. It stated different types
of models, methodologies, and predictions which are submitted to the IEEE site. This
literature survey/ review is further divided into different sections by considering types
of models used which are: section 2.2 states challenges faced during predictions, section
2.3 states the ARIMA time series model which gives future prediction, section 2.3 stated
different models and technologies used during predictions. Section 2.4 gives the critical
review technique, methods to predict the time series model, problems faced and gaps
identified.

2.2

Critical Review of Stock Market

Li et al. (2018)In this article Stock market prediction is given based on sentiments of
polarities on news-driven, information sources, financial news, and social media. Stock
market skewed news distribution gives few news with lower accuracy of predictions. In
given tests firstly both target and source stocks mapping is done which is later on built
by using sentiment dimensions. In second case 3 different scenarios are taken in consideration which are: target and sources should highly correlated, target and source in
one sector and former news rich in other, and source stock has maximum prediction rate
in terms of validated dataset. And third one is depending on principles the design of
majority principles are implemented.?In this research analysis, data retrieval and data
extraction is done effects on stock market news. It includes growth of sentiment analysis
distribution for evaluation of effects of news gauging models, development of dictionary
based model (Sentiment analysis model),and financial sector model for the pharmaceutical stock market. Zhang et al. (2018)In previous research all the prediction has done by
using one dataset but because only one dataset all features won’t be covered fully. This
research holds different dataset assets and by using this multiple instance models are
created which combined sentiments, events, and quantitative data in compressed framework. Here Novel event extraction and representation method is applied and used. Soni
et al. (2018)In this given research different modules like PSO, Naı̈ve Bayes, Decision tree,
and Black Hole techniques are used. After applying these algorithms some new natural
techniques are used where accuracy calculation and comparison is done over multiple
techniques and algorithms. Hence the salient features and proposed models are then
created. Here big dataset is used to predict the outputs. Different predefined techniques
ate tested over same dataset.
Yoo et al. (2005)This research is based on a survey of stock market predictions. Basically the survey of challenging work of financial stock market predictions. In the given
3

research research discussion of disadvantages and advantages of stock market and its predictions are given. By combining prediction model with event information plays good role
in terms of more accuracy. Because of stable automated extraction system and accurate
event weighting method are necessary to give good enactment in financial stock market
time series prediction. Liu and Wang (2019)Proposed research states the attention based
method to effectively explore the complementary between numerical data and news while
predicting the stock prices. Stock trend information is itself present in the news and then
is transformed in the form of numerical distribution data. News are encoded with the
numerical data. Proven method gives the full numerical data from the news.

2.3

A Critical Review of Techniques, Algorithms and Methodologies used for Stock Market Predictions

Sharaff and Choudhary (2018) Given research gives idea about different stochastic models like ANN , ARIMA model, RNN , and winters model to predict and analyze poor
Mumbai stock exchange Sensex and new stock guides of standards. In given research Artificial neural network (ANN) model is compared with other models to make predictions.
This model proved robust while predicting future stock market indices. Attigeri et al.
(2015a)In given research different supervised machine learning techniques are applied for
stock market predictions which overcomes difficulties like impact of factors on stock by
which it becomes hard to predict the stock prices. 5 models such as Random forest, SVM ,
KNN, Softmax and Naı̈ve Bayes are predicted and compared with each other to get better
model and its predictions. By the experiment it’s concluded that Random forest model
has better accuracy than all other model and it gives more accurate predictions than
others. After reducing half of the data Naı̈ve Bayes model performed better than others. Kumar et al. (2018)In the given research research Taiwan stock exchange prediction
is calculated recurrent neural network and dataset is trained by using ARIMA model
analysis. Second difference data is used and gives better prediction if we train neural
networks using it rather than raw data. Here at the time of back-propagation training
and addition to the traditional modification term, more 2 prediction errors are stated
in terms of adjustment of weight connections. Elagamy et al. (2018)Proposed research
Random forest model is combined with text mining approach to give novel approach to
classification of critical indicators and news articles. 3-8 classes’ current classification of
critical indicators is found and random forest gives the better performance in terms of
high accuracy. Random forest is the best classifier to classify the news articles which are
depending on bigram features.
Idrees et al. (2019)This research has predicted the stock market data by using time series
analysis for good profit and future stocks. In this Forecasting, ARIMA, Time series analysis, Box Jenkins method and Stock market forecasts are used. Over all models ARIMA
model has proved best predictions in terms of future stocks and profits. Chen (1994)In
this project, multiple neural networks are applied and evaluated to predict. Here following neural networks are used: GRNN (General Regression Neural Network), CGNN
(Conjugate Gradient Neural Network), BPN (Back-propagation trained network), CSNN
(Class Sensitive Neural Network). From the predictions it stated that CSNN network is
the best performing network amongst all of them. In this they showed that major indicators are leading over the indicator that is not used. Chen et al. (2015)In the proposed
research RNNs (Recurrent neural networks) are powerful and good models for process
4

the linear data such as written neural language, time-series data, and sounds. LSTM
(Long Short-Term Memory) is best amongst the RNN architectures. Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) includes computational unit which replaces traditional artificial neurons, memory cell in the hidden layer of the RNN network. Oncharoen and Vateekul
(2018)In this proposed research LSTM deep learning model approach is used to predict
short and long term financial time series predictions. With the traditional neural network, without disappearing gradient problem LSTM holds time steps of arbitrary sizes.
Both stacked and bidirectional LSTM models are used to benchmark with simple LSTM
n/w and shallow neural n/w. Hassan and Nath (2005a)In this given research numerical
information like technical indicators and historical prices, and textual information with
headlines and news contents are used to predict the stock market prices. Where textual
data contains text representation construction on the other side word embedding known
as traditional method is not good match to represent semantics of financial news because
of word sparsity problem in dataset.

2.4

New Techniques, Models and Algorithms to Predict Stock
Market Trends

Cheng et al. (2018)HMM (Hidden Markov Models) used previously to predict the stock
market. In this approach, the posterior Hidden Markov model is used to predict the
stock value of coming day depending on the historical data. In this Intra-day low and
high value of stock to train continuous Hidden Markov models and fraction of changes in
stock values are taken into consideration. This HMM then used to make the maximum
priority decisions on all possible stock values for the next coming day. Hassan and Nath
(2005b)Attention based mechanism model is used to calculate stock prediction depending on attention based short and long term memory model to build trading strategies
and to predict stock price movements. Most of the studies are there to by using deep
learning model to predict the stock exchange. Attention mechanism from neural network
has become popular in neural machine translation.
Attigeri et al. (2015b)Given research states that the hidden Markov models approach
to predict the stock prices based on interrelated markets. HMM are used to forecast
some airline stocks. Hidden Markov models are basically used to recognize patterns and
classification problems because of its suitability which is proven to build dynamic modelling systems. We cannot use HMM to predict future events straightforward. HMM can
be used only on past trained dataset’s of the chosen airlines.
Karmiani et al. (2019)In given research stock analysis is done by using 2 techniques
like: fundamental and technical analysis. By applying machine learning techniques on
historical data, technical analysis is done and by using sentiments from social media fundamental analysis is done. Here correlation of sentiments and stock values are analyzed.
And trained models are used to analyze and predict future stock values. Future work
is to use summative assessment of sentiments for particular tweet or news for better
prediction. Vui et al. (2013)In this research, it is stated that financial stock market prediction may be predicted better when we predict it using number of markets instead of
one single market. Here for good predictions, selection criteria are used. This criterion is
only based on RNN prediction accuracy, previous years recorded changes and observed
back-propagation. Results are obtained for four consecutive years by using data of five
5

international stock markets. Nikfarjam et al. (2010)In this research, ANN is used to give
the review of the ANN applications in prediction of stock market I order to predict what
can be done in future. Also in this research neural network with hybrid method is used
to predict the stock market and to compare with ANN. Schierholt and Dagli (1996)By
taking consideration of news and its impact in analytic’s of stock markets behavior, gives
better predictions with more profit to the traders. In this given research stock market
forecasting systems are introduced and on the same way implemented components are
compared. Predictions are done by using different models which are applied to find out
the impact of news on stock market analysis. Here labels are used to label news,and
during time interval of news publication the prices are getting monitored though more
accurate labels can get after analyzing stock market around the news publication.
Li and Liu (2009a)In this given research the standard and poor’s 500 indexes are trained
using multiple neural network classification architectures. Older Multilayered perceptions
used for stock market predictions. In given research the probabilistic neural networks and
perception architecture are used to forecast the steadiness, decline and incline of indexes.
Kimoto et al. (1990a)In the given research different exterior stock price systems and interior complexity of stock market price system are shown, this research shows the analysis
of stock market prediction depending on BP neural network where the predictions are
calculated by using three-layered neural networks (feed-forward), principles depending
on number of hidden layers, and current network topology. Li and Liu (2009b)In this
research timing prediction of buying and selling is discussed for stock market on Tokyo
stock exchange. By using different prediction methods and learning algorithms the stock
predictions are visualized. Predictions are calculated based on modular neural networks.
This research gives the predictions of stock market and also gives the best time to sell
stocks. By using cluster analysis, price of stock fluctuation rule is extracted.
Kimoto et al. (1990b)The proposed research is based on WNN and GA (genetic algorithms) which states that the combination of this gives the better accuracy than other
algorithms and existing approaches in terms of stock market predictions. The trading
volume provided as inputs and instead of Morlet Gaussian wavelet function, Morlet wavelet function is used for the prediction model. Also here small number of hidden nodes is
built as a new and additional work to the project. Normal topology of general algorithms
with the max no of generations is chosen. Iteration of optimization process is chosen until
both error / weights are optimized, to make complete use of genetic algorithm. Fang et al.
(2014)Given research shows the predictions by using probabilistic lexicon generated by
taking consideration of Stock market closing prices and Thai financial news are examined.
By using PLSP (Probabilistic lexicon based stock market prediction) algorithm, relevant
term is extracted and probabilistic values are assigned to it.

2.5

Conclusion

Depending on literature survey its clearly seen that there is clear results that brexit
discussion and its impact is new for stock market prediction and also ARIMA time
series prediction of 3 months is also helpful for it. The reviewed models, techniques and
methodologies shows good data related to stock market prediction using machine learning
techniques.
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3
3.1

Data Preparation, Methodology, Design and Feature Selection
Introduction

Given chapter is the basic in detailed information of methodologies used in the research
project and it’s stated depending on the research question. Section 3.2 gives the detailed
flow of Implementation flow which is used during the implementation. Section below 3.2
shows the information about methodologies, process, models, collection of data, input
levels, methods and output levels.

3.2

Methodology used Approach

Crisp DM methodology is used in this research. Here the methodology is an iterative
process which includes backup of the data and repeating approach. In every step it seems
like an experiment whose outcomes are utilized successively to eventually accomplish the
last results. Given figure shows the step by step flow of scientific technology used to Use
the ”Insert Citation” button to add citations to this document.Figure1

Figure 1: Methodology approach process flow diag.

In this given overall process flow the above methodology is divided into 3 different
stages: Input stage, Learning stage and Output stage. This first stage includes dataset
gathering, collection and scraping of data. Where stock market data is collected from
London stock market website. Second stage is learning stage which involves learning
phase where dataset cleaning, merging, processing,pre-processing has done where we can
repeat each stage at any point of time to resolve the further obstacles. Most of the major
decisions takes place in this stage. Final outcome contains in Output stage which gives
the final results in terms of stock market predictions.
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3.3

Architecture and Design of London Stock Market

Figure 2 shows the architectural design of implementation flow of stock market predictions. This architecture is madeup of 2 tiers. Client tier and second is Business tier.
Client layer is madeup of client and visualization and results where, client is getting these
results from tier 2 i.e. Business layer. Business layer consists of Data fetching/scraping,
then by using R language that data gets cleaned. Here in data cleaning unnecessary
data is removed and then took the necessary data as per requirements. After that, given
data is preprocessed by using R language and SWOT function. Clean data is used to
apply model on it. Here models applied are: ARIMA time series, Logistic regression,
Multiple regression model, Random Forest, and Naive Bayes. Final outcome i.e. results
and visualizations are used to predict the all models and send to the client for further
use. Figure2

Figure 2: Methodology approach process flow diag.

3.4

Technical Requirement, Feature Selection, Data Preparation

Architecture level design includes different technologies and to predict stock market advanced libraries from R language are used. These libraries are used to create machine
8

learning models/ algorithms. Following are the methodologies and technologies which
are used to predict London stock market.
1. Tier 2 – Business layer
Data Collection In order to predict London stock market, firstly all data is
gathered from data sites. Where data is taken from 1 . All excel files are collected from this data source. Data collected is on monthly basis. All excel files
including data from each year located on different sheets month wise. Data Preparation: Collected data is cleaned by using R language. Where all unnecessary data is
removed by using R language commands. Also all Null and NA values are removed
by using the same. Programming language: Programming language R is used to
prepare models. These models are prepared by using advanced R libraries which
are later on used to predict the London Stock market. Models Used are ARIMA
time series model is used to predict the next 3 months stock market data. Where
advanced ARIMA command is used. Logistic regression is used to predict what
brexit discussion impact is happened on overall stocks. Random Forest, Multiple
regression and C50 models are used to check accuracy. Data Evaluation: In data
evaluation process the overall accuracy check is done. Total implemented results
are checked in this section. Where each and every model go through this process.
Device specifications
Device Name: SONALI
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3217U CPU @ 1.80GHz
Installed RAM: 8.00 GB (7.98 GB Usable)
System type: 64-bit operating system, x64-based processor
Edition: Windows 10 Pro The numbers starts at 1 with every call to the enumerate
environment.
2. Tier 1- Client Layer
Results: Final results collected in the form of Graph, Visualizations, and charts.
The final outcome is collected from data evaluation where accuracy check has done.
Client: Final results which are collected from data evaluation are send to the user.
Here London stock exchange data is predicted for users who want updates on overall
London stock market. London stock market prediction gives better accuracy results
in terms of company shares and company status. Also it gives idea to the client
that in which company they should invest.

3.5

Feature Selection

The feature selection and research question is based on stock market industry. Primary
objective of this topic is to find is there any impact happened on stock market during
brexit discussion or not? Also by using ARIMA time series 3 months stock prediction is
calculated. For accuracy check, Random forest, multiple regression, and Naive Bayes.
1

www.londonstockexchange.com
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3.6

Data Preparation

Raw data is taken from 2 . Where all .xlsx files are stored for each month of the year.
These files contained all the information about stock for the particular company. Each
.xlsx file contained monthly data sheets. These all datasheets are merged together and
combined in 1 dataset. All un-necessary columns and un-necessary data is removed by
using R language. This data is later on pre-processed by using SWOT function in R
language. This Trained data is used to apply model on it. Figure3

Figure 3: Data Preparation Process Flow

In this chapter methodology approach is presented. Entire process-flow Design and
architecture, Data preparation process is briefly explained in implementation and solution.

4

Implementation, Evaluation, and Results Prediction Models for Stock Market Prediction

In this chapter overall implementation, results of ARIMA, Logistic regression, Random
forest, multiple regression and c50 and evaluation is provided in detailed which is listed
in Objective 2. Given chapter is also gives in detailed implementation, understanding of
design, and development. Front-end implementation is given and named as user dashboard objectives. Major objective of this process is ARIMA model and classification
of regression model. Hence aim of this major objective is to get predictions depending
on the models. Entire implementation is discussed in sub objective 2(a) to 2(e). Next
objective is further discussion about development process of stock market prediction. By
implementing these objectives gives the idea about gross rated companies in which user
can invest their money and brexit discussion impact review, which further going to comes
in consideration for actual Brexit.
2

londonstockexchange.com
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4.1

Implementation, Evaluation and Results of ARIMA Model

ARIMA stands for Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average model. Time series model
forecasting is basically multidisciplinary scientific tool. Time series models are used for
historical data. Different prediction problems are going to predict by using these models.
This model only need necessary variables from historical data. ARIMA model equation
is provided below:

As considering y, ARIMA will work as follows,

Following table shows the acf and pacf for arima model,

AR
MA
ARMA

ACF
PACF
Geometric
Significant till p lags
Significant till p lags
Geometric
Geometric
Geometric

Figure 4: GGPlot for stock market and date

By using ARIMA time series model stock market income plotted against monthly
data (in months), where time span is given from year 2010-2019 and by using this data
above output were obtained. Figure4
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Figure 5: Moving average for 3 months stock

This moving average is evaluated and calculated to predict stock market data for 3
months. Where moving average is calculated on the basis of monthly data presented from
year 2010 to 2019.Figure5

Figure 6: 3 months stock moving average

Here 4 components are present in this time series model. Which are Remainder,
Trending, Seasonal (monthly), and data. These are plotted to check whether this data
is non stationary or stationary. From the graph and component it is stated that seasonal or monthly components doesn’t fulfil stationary assumptions hence those will be
omitted.Figure6
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Figure 7: Co-relation using ACF

Co-relation of ARIMA time series is seems to be equally correlated because from the
graph it can be stated that the lines because significant co-relation is seems to be equal
to the non-significant co-relation in the residual lags.Figure7

Figure 8: Forecast from ARIMA

Here the ARIMA model is plotted like that it is having 1 non-seasonal difference
and one auto-regressive model and also 7 forecasting errors from the log itself. Blue dot
indicating the predicted output of the model.

4.2

Implementation, Evaluation and Results of Random Forest

Random forest basically used to predict time series model. It is the most popular algorithm of data mining technique. This algorithm is known as ensemble learning algorithm. This algorithm is used for high dimensional classification as well as it’s used
to handle regression models. This algorithm ensemble tree based algorithm where collection of random variable trees are enlisted. Once all trees are collected, it got placed by

13

using or taking the help of bootstrap methods. Final outcome is taken by using achieved
collected samples. Figure8

Where K is number of trees,
F is number of random i/p variables which are chosen during each split.
The accuracy obtained from ARIMA time series model predicting
Random forest model was applied on the given dataset which is used for the prediction of
multiple different time series forecasting fields. Here Total number of trees were created
was 500 and OOB error rate is 1.19%.

Figure 9: Accuracy check of Random Forest
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Figure 10: Confusion matrix of Random forest

Accuracy for random forest tree was obtained: 98.79% Sensitivity was obtained was
69.07% and specificity given by this model is 99.85%. Figure9 Figure10

Figure 11: Random Forest Classification

Number of variables are split into 2 at each and every split. Figure11 Here above
variable measure importance is measured by using varimplot function which is described
above. Figure12

4.3

Implementation, Evaluation and Results of Logistic Regression

This algorithm is machine learning algorithm. This algorithm is mainly used for classification problems, it is based on probability concept and predictive analysis. Logistic
regression is used if the Y variable gives values either in 0’s or 1’s. The predictions are
basically determination of mathematical equation which is used to predict the value or
probability of event 1. Figure8
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Logistic regression formula in term of Y is,

Where Y: Output (Prediction)
B0: Intercept or bias term
B1: Coefficient
In logistic regression Residual Histogram shows the allocations of residuals for all
given observations.
Pattern Indicators
Pattern
Bar which is faraway from the all other plotted bars Significant till p lags
An outlier
Skewness

Figure 12: 2 Figures side by side
When we compare both histograms it’s clearly seen that there is drastic change from
the year 2010-2019 to Brexit month discussion October 2019. As shown in Figure, the
histogram is gradually increasing every year in terms of stock market Company’s status
(International user/not). As seen in graph it shows tremendous impact in stock market.Figure
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Figure 13: Histogram of year 2010-2019 and October 2019
Here both curves have tremendous impact on stock market during brexit discussion.
In Accuracy curve 2010-19 it was steady from 0-0.75 but after cutoff it got decrease
drastically. The other curve from fig.19 there are ups and downs where it got reached to
the accuracy point and after that during the period of Brexit discussion it got decreased.
Hence from the curve it can be noted that there is impact of Brexit discussion on stock
market.

Figure 14: Accuracy vs Cutoff curve of year 2010-2019 and October 2019
Depending on the above pictures when we consider accuracy from year 2010-19 it
seems more i.e. 96.897 while on other hand accuracy of Brexit month discussion is 80.91.
Accuracies are calculated on the basis of market users (International/Normal).

4.4

Implementation, Evaluation and Results of Naı̈ve Bayes

Naı̈ve Bayes is classification algorithm which gives hypothesis of individuality among
predictors. It shows that the presence of feature which is present in a class is not related
to the presence of any other feature. Figure8
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Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm is basically used to predict the predictors independently and
its relations. In simple terms it assumes that the existence of certain feature in a class is
not related to the existence of any other feature.

Figure 15: Accuracy check

From the above accuracy code, accuracy is calculated which is 94%And precision is
coming 37%. Naı̈ve Bayes model is basically used on big data.

4.5

Implementation, Evaluation and Results of Multiple Regression

This model is basically works exactly like its name, where this model is used to predict
multiple variables to predict the results of different variables. Main goal of this model is
to predict the correlation between independent and dependent variable.

Where it shows the relationship between Y (continuous variable) and x1, x2, x3. . . etc.(2
or more independent variables.)

18

Figure 16: Accuracy check

Above diagram shows the accuracy of multiple regression model which was applied
on London stock market. Where as per calculation accuracy is measured as 97%.

4.6

Conclusion

The evaluation, implementation, development and results of all algorithms ARIMA time
series, Random Forest, Naı̈ve Bayes, Logistic regression, and multiple regression implemented and applied accordingly. The implementation results are also donated the body
of information. Also it has equivalent solved and implemented the research question.

4.7

Discussion

This section is about the detailed discussion of impact of Brexit discussion on London
stock market using logistic regression also it includes future 3 month prediction of stock
market by using ARIMA time series and other models like Random forest, Naive Bayes
and Multiple regression is predicted and accuracy is calculated on it. Brexit discussion is
happened in October 2019 and it got delayed to the year 2020. This is very unique topic
and never been used before by any researcher. Depending on the results Brexit discussion
had tremendous impact on London stock market. And if we compare accuracy of each
model then it seen that the Random forest model had 98%, Multiple regression model
had 97% and Naive Bayes model accuracy calculated were 94% as well. Hence according
to the results accuracy of Random forest model were more precise and higher than the
others. Future work for this is to predict the impact of actual Brexit once it happen.
Next Brexit discussion and the current deadline is given is 31st January 2020. Hence
19

there are lot of things to work on Brexit and its impact. Also we can do the prediction
depending on the impact happened on each industry and each sector.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This project primarily gives and resolves the customer doubts in terms of London stock
market. It also gives in detailed idea about London stock market and impact of Brexit
Discussion on it. Chapter 4 includes implementation, evaluation and results all together
and shows solutions of enlisted research question. Chapter 2 provided includes the literature survey from year (2004 to 2019). Which includes the problems discussed regarding
stock market issues and their predictions.
Detailed model explanation, implementation and evaluation of all algorithms is listed in
chapter 4. This work is done by many researchers but Brexit discussion impact on London stock market has been never done by any researcher. Also prediction of 3 months of
November, December and January 2020 is calculated by using ARIMA time series model.
Future work is to predict the Brexit impact on London stock market and its outcomes.
Now a days Brexit has become a trending topic in European unions.
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